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Ultra Hate | Jan 2 at 20:14  

Want to see and feel HATE? Go to Israel and pretend to be Palestinian! 
Or to Russia and pretend to be Ukrainian wanting to attend a Ukrainian school or 
church!!! 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Genocide denial by Israel's puppets | Dec 23, 2011 at 22:40  

Harman’s genocide flip-flop 
While co-sponsoring congressional resolution HR 106 on the Armenian genocide 
committed by Turkey, Rep. Harman went behind the backs of her constituents in October 
of 2007 by asking then-Foreign Relations Chair Tom Lantos (D-CA) to bury the 
resolution. Only after her constituents discovered this through other sources did she admit 
to it. 
But the explanations for her flip-flop made little sense. “This is the wrong time” for the 
resolution, wrote Harman. But she couldn’t cite anything relevant in 2007 that had 
changed regarding Turkey, Armenia, or the Middle East since she signed onto the 
resolution a few years earlier. 
Harman claimed that a genocide resolution would “embarrass or isolate the Turkish 
leadership.” This claim came suspiciously soon after she met with Turkey’s threatening 
Prime Minister, Recep Erdogan. Apparently, recognizing a genocide requires an OK from 
the perpetrating country’s leader. 
But Harman reached truly ridiculous heights by claiming–again, this was in 2007—that it 
was “obvious” that Turkey’s “leadership” was needed for “resolving the Israel-Palestine 
issue.” Turkey had never, of course, played a significant role in mediating between 
Israelis and Palestinians. What really caused Harman’s genocide flip-flop? 
Jewish groups and Turkey 
AIPAC was (and is) one of several major Jewish American organizations that have 
colluded with Turkey to, among other things, defeat Armenian genocide resolutions. 
Israel, Turkey, and Jewish groups formed their m&#233;nage-&#224;-trois in the 1990s. 
Yola Johnston, Community Outreach Director for the Jewish Institute for National 
Security Affairs, has admitted that AIPAC, the American Jewish Committee, B’nai 
B’rith, her own organization, and “the Jewish lobby” have “quite actively supported 
Turkey in their efforts to prevent the so-called Armenian genocide resolution from 
passing.” 
AIPAC, reported the Washington Times last year, had “lit up the phones” against the 
genocide resolution when “the Turks” asked a “senior researcher” at AIPAC to do so. 
That “senior researcher” and “architect of the Jewish community’s support for Turkey” 
was none other than AIPAC’s notorious Keith Weissman. So the Harman-AIPAC-



Weissman threesome was at the center of not only a spy scandal but also a genocide 
cover-up. 
And there’s more. Yet another scandal may have induced Harman’s genocide duplicity. 
Anti-Defamation League scandal 
Harman wrote her genocide flip-flop letter to Chairman Lantos just as the Anti-
Defamation League (ADL) was taking a beating in the U.S. and internationally for 
denying the Armenian genocide and helping Turkey lobby against Armenian genocide 
recognition. Human rights activists, principled Jews, and Armenian Americans had just 
months earlier launched a campaign (seeNoPlaceForDenial.com) that was to result in 
more than a dozen Massachusetts cities’ evicting the ADL’s so-called “No Place for 
Hate” anti-bias program. 
The Turkish government was furious that the embarrassing arrangement among it, Jewish 
groups, and Israel was being splashed across the headlines. 
Prime Minister Erdogan made a frantic call to Israeli President Peres, while Turkey’s 
foreign minister reportedly warned the Israeli ambassador that “our bilateral relations will 
suffer.” 
Did Harman, who was certainly aware of this uproar, panic at the prospect of a further 
deterioration in the already strained relations between Israel and Turkey? Did she ask 
Lantos to kill the genocide resolution because Turkey would blame Israel, AIPAC, the 
ADL, and even Harman herself if the resolution succeeded? 
Considering the timing, Harman’s relationship to Israel and the genocide-denying 
AIPAC, and the illogical explanations for her flip-flop, it seems probable. Though the 
House Committee narrowing passed the resolution, Harman had to be pleased that it did 
not make it any further. Her appeasement of Turkey, however, proved to be in vain: 
&#9632;Erdogan was soon calling Shimon Peres a mass murderer (January 2009) for 
Israel’s offensive against Gaza. 
&#9632;Israel scolded and humiliated Turkey’s ambassador (January 2010) in response 
to Turkish criticism and an anti-Israeli TV show. 
&#9632;Israeli commandos shot nine Turks to death on a ship that had tried to break the 
Gaza blockade (May 2010). 
&#9632;Erdogan has expelled the Israeli ambassador, cut defense ties with Tel Aviv, and 
threatened military retaliation unless Israeli apologizes and pays compensation for the 
flotilla killings. 
But when, like Harman, one has few firm principles and has fooled herself into believing 
that a country such as Turkey is a friend, she inevitably winds up with yogurt on her face. 
No self-respecting institution would have considered hiring anyone with Harman’s 
background. That may explain why the Wilson Center hired her. It has little respect for 
its mission or the American people. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

LES | Dec 22, 2011 at 10:47  

Dear Jared McBride, 
 
I was hoping for an answer to my prior questions (as I have seen other authors respond), 



but I must continue.  
 
You stated, "The majority of this literature is published by the university press of the 
private Ukrainian university, the Interregional Academy of Personnel Management 
(MAUP)."  
 
 
 
Please note:  
 
Founded in 1989 as a non-state establishment, the MAUP consists of a ......... 
 
In 1989, Ukraine was still controlled by Moscow.  
 
In 2010-11, Ukraine is/was still controlled by communists. 
 
 
 
You stated, "In 2005, a number of Ukrainian intellectuals here and abroad also wrote a 
letter condemning the activities of MAUP."  
 
 
 
Please note:  
 
I was in Ukraine, several times, from 2005 to before 2010; and I bought many Ukrainian 
items (including Ukrainian books) by the main post office in the center of Kyiv. I have 
never seen the books of which you speak of.  
 
 
Israeli foreign ministry satisfied Ukraine's leaders condemn all forms of anti-Semitism 
 
December 08, 2009 at 18:45 | Interfax-Ukraine  
 
Israeli Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman has said he is satisfied that Ukraine's 
leadership condemns all forms of anti-Semitism. 
 
 
 
You stated, "On these tables they will find books with titles like, “Jews in Ukraine 
Today: Reality without Myths,” “The Jewish Syndrome,” and “The Worldwide Moscow-
Jewish Problem.” 
 
 
Please note:  
 



 
 
The Jewish card in Russian operations against Ukraine 
Jun 30, 2009 at 14:15 | Moses Fishbein 
 
The Russian special services continue to carry out special operations aimed at 
undermining Ukraine’s sovereignty and independence. The members of the FSB and 
Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service were rewarded for their success in isolating 
Ukraine. In recent months, the number of personnel in the FSB structures that deal with 
Ukraine has increased by 1.5 times, and this increase is reminiscent of the 1950s, when 
the underground Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) was active in Ukraine. 
 
One aspect of Russia’s special operations against Ukraine is the so-called “Jewish card.” 
But first, a little history lesson is in order here. When did the imperialist gamblers begin 
playing the “Jewish card” on Ukrainian territory? 
 
 
Moses Fishbein is a distinguished Ukrainian poet and translator, winner of the Vasyl Stus 
Prize, and a member of the Ukrainian Center of the International PEN Club and the 
National Union of Writers of Ukraine. This is a paper delivered at the 26th Conference on 
Ukrainian Subjects at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, on June24-27, 
2009. 
 
Read more:  
 
http://www.kyivpost.com/news/opinion/op_ed/detail/44324/#ixzz1hFbgGIFs  
 
 
 
In 2010-11, Ukraine is/was still controlled by communists. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
LES 

Link    Answer    Mark  

elmer | Dec 22, 2011 at 04:09  

Jared, while you're focusing on a small bunch of kooks, you might also take a look at 
Dmytro Firtash, the self-styled "savior of Ukraine," who is Jewish, and a prime mover of 
the oligarch authoritarian state and the slide away from democracy in Ukraine. 
 
 
There are other anti-democrats in his bunch who are also Jewish. 
 



You might look at them also. 
 
Is it fair to say that anti-democracy in Ukraine is a Jewish phenomenon? Of course not. 
 
 
I'm still not sure why are you drawing unneeded attention to a bunch of kooks. 
 
And I still can't believe you are a Ph.D. candidate. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 22, 2011 at 16:10  

You are bash Firtash every chance you get, he is an honorable businessman.Don't hate 
success elmer Ukraine needs successful businessmen. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 23, 2011 at 06:28  

velcum in Ukraine, as Yanusvoloch says. 
 
Yes, I "are bash" Firtash, the self-styled "savior of Ukraine," спаситель України, 
because he is neither honorable, nor is he a successful beeznissmeny. 
 
He is simply a monster, a thug, a crook, a jerk, a schlemiel, a putz. 
 
Together with other such "beeznissmeny" he has been sucking the lifeblood out of 
Ukraine for his own personal benefit and wealth. 
 
With Boyko, he perpetrated a huge fraud on the Stockholm Arbitration Panel, when 
Boyko, who was supposed to be representing Ukraine's interests as Energy Minister, 
simply rolled over and played dead for Firtash. 
 
Not surprising, since Boyko hold a power of attorney for Firtash's assets. 
 
Yes, Ukraine does not honorable, successful businesspeople. 
 
Firtash is not one of them. 
 
Stealing through government is the modus operandi in Ukraine. 
 
Also, raidership - stealing businesses from people through government, confirmed by so-
called courts. 
 
I will continue to bash Firtash and Yanusvoloch and that whole banda every chance I get. 



 
They are monsters. They need to be removed from Ukraine's government so that people 
in Ukraine can breathe free. 
 
Instead of devoting the entire resources of the government in a stalinist system to destroy 
Ivaschenko, Didenko, Makarenko, Lutsenko, Tymoshenko, and the rest for that piece of 
puke Firtash. 
 
Firtash is a sovok mafia putz. 
 
спасибо жителям Донбаасссааааа..... 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 22, 2011 at 09:06  

Many Ukrainian oligarchs are Jewish 
 
Pinchuk 
Kolomoisky 
Yaroslavski, 
Surkis 
 
to name the first ones who jumped into my mind instantly 
 
The author should take a look at the literature the Russian church has been distributing in 
Ukraine. You can find much more hate there. MAUP is a follower of theirs.  
 
Anti-Semitism is a much bigger phenomenon in mother Russia 

Link    Answer    Mark  

LES | Dec 21, 2011 at 21:55  

Dear Jared McBride, 
 
You stated, "As a scholar who lived in Ukraine over the last year".  
 
Do you realise that the "flavor" of Kyiv and Ukraine has changed drastically in the past 
two years due to the Anti-Ukrainian government in charge? I wonder who your 
"mentors" were when you were in Ukraine? 
 
Sincerely,  
 
LES 



Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 20:31  

It is a historical fact that four Russian Jews, led by Lazar Kaganovich masterminded the 
1932-33 Holodomor that killed 10 million Ukrainians. The guilty Jews have much blood 
on their hands. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

anti-Ukrainian hate... | Dec 21, 2011 at 20:03  

Any manifestation of Ukrainians to acheive equality and control of their OWN country 
has always been labeled as HATE by those GROUPS who hate to see a truly free 
independent Ukraine controlled by the Ukrainian nation! SO WHAT HAS CHANGED? 
Its always the same hate singing choir! You know ...those that produce hate propaganda 
like the infamous : The UGLY FACE OF FREEDOM!!! For them -Ukraine's freedom 
will always be hated and UGLY! 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 19:33  

Certain jews do work against Ukrainian interests. Alexander Feldman is one of them 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 27, 2011 at 17:47  

but he's against genocide except if it's against Ukrainians & their language which he 
refuses to learn even though he considers himself a "Ukrainian" citizen. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 18:36  

This is called Freedom of Speech. When we allow the militant Jewish lobby to start 
telling us what interpretations of history we can and can't read, that's when we've got a 
problem, be it in the Ukraine, in France, or in the United States of America. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 18:32  

Mr. Mcbride. 
 



Please show the readers the article or any letter you wrote to protest Education Minister 
of Ukraine's Dmytro Tabachnyk's hateful racist anti- Ukrainian policies over the last 2 
years, which specifically target hate at Ukrainians in Volhynia, your purported area of 
study. 
 
Or the letter you wrote to protest the racist closure of the Ukrainian library in Moscow, or 
the racist treatment of Ukrainians within Ukraine and in Russia by 
Russians/Jews/nonukrainians in key government positions. 
 
 
What freedom and democracy in Ukraine now ? LOL. 
You are real brave man.  
Next time target the official policy makers who are destroying the Ukrainian people and 
creating a dictatorship , not just some street vendors who clearly do not represent the 
Ukrainian people as a whole.. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

elmer | Dec 21, 2011 at 16:37  

See, the thing is, Jared, the paramilitary police in Ukraine, Berkut, already practice 
censorship. 
 
There were t-shirts for sale in Kyiv. They had slogans on them: 
 
спасибо жителям Донбаса 
за президента пидираса 
 
or 
 
спасибо жителям Донбаса 
за президента ананаса 
 
Both of the slogans make fun of "the president," Yanusvoloch. 
 
They "thank" the residents of Donbass 
for the jerk who is the president - or an "ananas", which is a pineapple. 
 
Berkut, complete with helmets, face masks, flak jackets and everything else, conducted a 
"brilliant" military maneuver against the t-shirts and - confiscated them. 
 
Now - as far as the "hate literature" which you write about. 
 
It is wrong for you to imply, as you do, that what is done by a few dysfunctional kooks in 
Ukraine characterizes all Ukrainians. 
 



Most of Ukraine's government are dysfunctional sovok mafia thug kooks. 
 
As a result, Ukrainian people have essentially "gone underground" - rather than get beat 
up by Berkut. 
 
There are morons in Zaporizhia who put up a monument to stalin. In response, a local 
newspaper put up a billboard picturing hitler with outstretched arms saying: "what, am I 
worse than stalin? why not a monument to me?" 
 
They claimed that the "right" to put up a statue of stalin is part of democracy. 
 
What is really surprising about what you write is this - the top oligarchs in Ukraine are 
very predominantly --- Jewish, starting with Victor Pinchuk, who make himself very, 
very wealthy through crooked privatization deals tied in with Kuchma. Then there is 
Kolomoisky, and the rest. Many of the top people in Ukraine's so-called government are -
- Jewish. 
 
There is a Jewish business lobby/organization centered in Donetsk. 
 
Yet - not a peep from these hugely wealthy oligarchs about the "literature" that you claim 
you saw. 
 
It's not a threat to them. 
 
The t-shirts are a threat to them, because they are tied in to the Yanusvoloch mafia. 
 
One of the absolute gems, one of the absolute shining lights in Ukraine, is Vitaly 
Portnikov. He is Jewish. He speaks Ukrainian brilliantly. He also speaks Russian and 
other languages. 
 
He is a brilliant proponent of democracy in Ukraine. He is knowledgeable, and extremely 
intelligent. As are other people in Ukraine. 
 
Savik Shuster has a very well-known TV show in Ukraine. He is Jewish. Unfortunately, 
he loves to butcher the English language - but he speaks Russian, and doesn't speak 
Ukrainian, although he understands it. 
 
You're right - it is unfortunate that the kind of literature that you wrote about exists. I 
doubt that anyone is buying it. 
 
What is more unfortunate is that you wrote about it, and gave some unwarranted attention 
to a bunch of idiots. 
 
And you call yourself a Ph.D. candidate? 
 
The Ph.D's that I know are far more learned than that. 



Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Jan 14 at 05:02  

"It is wrong for you to imply, as you do, that what is done by a few dysfunctional kooks 
in Ukraine characterizes all Ukrainians." 
 
I believe that's how you wanted to take it, not what he implied or intended. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 17:45  

Elmer, Ukraine is a vibrant democracy with a bright future with no more corruption than 
what you will find on wall street or in Washington/Moscow. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

elmer | Dec 21, 2011 at 19:20  

Utter hogwash. 
 
Ukraine has systemic, ingrained horrible corruption. 
 
And a totally dysfunctional government. 
 
With a legacy stalinist judicial system. 
 
How can there be a "vibrant democracy" when Berkut shows up everywhere, to 
confiscate t-shirts, to hold back the Chornobyl workers' protests, to prevent 
Tymoshenko's lawyers from entering court? 
 
How can there be a "vibrant democracy" when people don't know who represents them in 
the Rada, and, in fact, the Parliament members themselves represent oligarchs? 
 
How can there be a "vibrant democracy" when there is "piano voting" (absentee voting) 
in Parliament, when no quorum is necessary, because 50 of the thugs vote for 250 
through their piano voting? 
 
How can there be a "vibrant democracy" when judges, or their families, are prosecuted or 
removed if they don't decided cases the "right way"? 
 
How can there be a "vibrant democracy" when, in the Stockholm arbitration, Boyko, the 
Energy Minister of Ukraine, AND holding a power-of-attorney from Firtash, simply 
rolled over for Firtash? 
 



They perpetrated one of the biggest frauds ever in an arbitration - in effect, Firtash was 
arbitrating against Firtash. 
 
 
You think there is a "vibrant democracy" when corporate raiders use the "courts" to steal 
businesses? 
 
You think there is a "vibrant democracy" when animals in the Kyiv Zoo die for no good 
reason? 
 
You think there is a "vibrant democracy" when poor stray dogs are simply cruelly 
slaughtered by the thousands, sometimes being burned alive? 
 
You think there is a "vibrant democracy" when big shots (mazhory) get to kill people 
with their SUV's without any consequences? 
 
You think there is a "vibrant democracy" when the Minister of Justice, Lavrynovych, 
drives a stolen-to-order Mercedes-Benz, stolen in Germany, and then "made legal" 
through a corrupt system in Ukraine? 
 
The list goes on. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 15:51  

Mcbride is a hypocrite he only wants free speech for what he likes.Why doesn't that 
miserable son of a bitch talk about the jewish mafia that operates in Ukraine or the jewish 
oligarchs who have helped loot the country.That student of history should research the 
role jews played in communist crimes inflicted on the peoples of the USSR which also 
included jewish victims. 

Link    Answer     

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 13:57  

Most will have no idea about Ukraine it's vast history or it's cities. Many will no venture 
beyond the hotel, the pub and the stadium. I attended the match between Metalists and 
Everton in Kharkiv Over 2,000 Everton fans turned up to support their team. If Evaton 
lost they were out of the game for the year. They could not care and had no idea where 
they were or that they were the largest group of English to ever visit Kharkiv. They had 
no idea of the culture and considered it another eastern European Former Soviet State. 
They were interested in drinking beer, finding prostitutes and women and watching the 
match. Thankfully they won and left the next day in good spirits. By few stayed and 
victims other places in Ukraine. It was a in out thank you mam affair. Euro2012 may 
place Ukraine on the sex tourist map following in Czech Republic Prague. With most 



teams based in Poland I doubt that Ukraine will receive great economic benefit from the 
Euro2012 games. If political events do not find a form of settlement soon it will will be a 
disaster waiting. It will also raise doubts as to the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

Guest | Dec 21, 2011 at 14:41  

Completely agree. Ukraine will become a new sex tourist spot in Europe with cheap beer, 
pretty easy women, cheap flights and no visa restrictions. Perfect! I will recommend all 
my friends to have stag dos in Ukraine. Getting laid in Ukraine is very easy! The only 
downside is that sooner or later this will cause prices to rise and people become less 
friendly to foreigners. 

Link    Answer    Mark  

 
Read more: 
http://www.kyivpost.com/news/opinion/letters/detail/119367/30/page/1/#comments#ixzz
1kHjBK1sO 
 


